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MUSIC & GAMES
ATLAS RUN

WHO: Paul Howie (vocals/guitar), Cameron
Roxburgh (guitar), Stefan Connor (bass),
Ryan Monteith (drums).
WHERE: Glasgow.
FOR FANS OF: Stereophonics, Vistas,
Fatherson.
JIM SAYS: The Glasgow quartet lay down
some wonderfully melodic indie pop that
grabs you in an instant.
They formed in 2016, influenced by modern US rock acts, but with singer Paul Howie’s
twang they have a distinctly Scottish feel.
Reminiscent of Vistas, they’ve also been
likened to The Xcerts and Frightened Rabbit,
but Atlas Run are furrowing their own path.
It’s a sound that’s been captured brilliantly
through a series of captivating singles including Losing Touch and Choices. The guys
have played some memorable gigs at key
Glasgow venues like King Tut’s and Broadcast, as well as being selected by Frank Carter and other industry experts to play Sailor
Jerry’s Open House wrap party in the city.
Atlas Run have steadily been making a
name on the local scene, but the real test is
performing further afield. They managed to
pull that off big style last year, playing
at the Glenfiddich Festival Experiment in Dufftown, Moray.
Stefan said: “We played
an hour on the main stage
right before Twin Atlantic.
We’re all big fans of them
and they have had an
influence on our sound. It
was such a surreal experience and an amazing
crowd. Paul even managed to create the world’s

By Jim Gellatly

first ‘Mexican Yass’, which is of course, a Mexican wave where you shout ‘Yass!’ instead
of waving.”
They did have a setback last year with the
departure of guitarist Ryan Hamilton. Bass
player Stefan explained: “He left the band to
focus on other aspects of his life. At the time
we were so gutted and there was genuine
concern we wouldn’t be able to find a
replacement. Ryan’s simple but effective
style was perfect for us. Thankfully a bearded
saviour by the name of Cammy came in. He’s
been with us for a few months now. I think we
sound the best we ever have.”
The band have been beavering away in the
studio working on some new music, with latest single D-Day another slab of infectious
indie rock. Stefan said: “It’s a short energetic
pop-rock track. Very immediate and direct.”
Atlas Run play Kelburn Garden Party at Kelburn Castle in Ayrshire on July 5.
They are back at Broadcast in Glasgow on
July 11 supporting The
Luka State.
MORE: atlasrunband.
com
lJim presents a weekly
showcase
of
New
Music on Amazing
Radio, Sundays 2-4pm.
amazingradio.com
jimgellatly.com

Thrills and
kills reboot
Assassin’s Creed 3 Remastered
Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC £34.99
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SOMETIMES all you want to do is blast your way from
the start of a level to the end without stopping to catch
breath and looking super-cool while doing it.
Polish developer One More Level
feel the same as their new game Gods
Trigger lets you do just that.
This is a twin-stick shooter in the
style of Hotline Miami and Mr Shifty
where you’re tasked with getting from
one side of the level to the other in one
one piece while taking out as many
bad guys as you can.
What could have been a mindless
blaster has a fun comic-book tale
which sees the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse attempt to bring an end to
the world with only fallen angel Harry
and banished demon Judy standing in
their way.
Both characters are playable and
key to the gameplay as each one has
different styles of attacks. Throw in a
fun arsenal of weapons — from pistols

Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney Trilogy
WHEN you think of all the exciting things you can
do in gaming, odds are being a lawyer isn’t even
in your top 100 picks. But Capcom have built a
series around just that — and it IS loved by many
for its off-the-wall Japanese style.
Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney Trilogy brings
together the first three games in the visual novel
series. It is the perfect entry point for newcomers as the story it tells is also the easiest to follow in the series, though long-time fans may feel
let down by the lack of new content.
The trilogy is broken into different trials where
you have to spend time at crime scenes as well
as in the court room trying to get to the bottom of
what’s happened. Expect to spend about 60-plus
hours on the case.
The core of the game sees you playing as a
rookie defence lawyer who is thrown in the deep
end. Most of your clients are up on murder charges so it’s up to you to clear their name.
You’ll look for new evidence at the scene of the
crime, which plays a bit like a classic point-andclick game, as well as trying to find faults in witness testimonies by cross-examing them in
court. Just be wary that too many challenges can
see the case end in a guilty verdict.
The trilogy is just a bundling of the first three
games so if you are looking for new cases or
content you’ll be disappointed. The only really
new thing is the change to the visuals, which
have been given a nice HD overhaul.
Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney Trilogy is an odd
title but it becomes really compelling as you
spend time with the cast and the overall quality
of the writing starts to shine through.
HHHH
STUART CULLEN

IT’S no secret that Assassin’s Creed 3 was not everyone’s cup of tea when it launched in 2012.
There were a number of issues — from the story to it
just being a bit dull — but Ubisoft has given the
game the remaster treatment complete with all
its DLC plus a shiny new version of Liberation.
Assassin’s Creed 3 is set during the American
Revolution from 1754 to 1783 and you fill the boots of
Connor as he fights the forces of the Templar who are
trying to take control of the colonies.
As stories go, it hasn’t changed since the original
launch. It’s a bit of a slow-burner and a little too longwinded for its own good at times but it does have
some standout moments.
The remaster has seen most of the
work done to the gameplay and visual
side of things — with mixed results.
Most of the textures have been
reworked to give a greater level of detail
to bricks on buildings and bark on trees,
while the lighting system has been
given an upgrade too. But the work that
has been done to the characters and
their faces isn’t so hot.
The core game has been given a few tweaks. The
biggest change is the HUD, which is a lot more readable and useable. As for the combat upgrade you can
now do double assassinations from low profile, which
was not possible in the original game.
All of these improvements are in the remastered Liberation, which is a full slice of Creed fun. As for the DLC
for 3, it’s crazy and tries to rewrite history as well as
throwing in superpowers. Well worth a look.
Assassin’s Creed 3 Remastered breathes life into a
title that was letting the side down a little. If you haven’t
played it yet, this is the version to get hold of.
HHHH
STUART CULLEN

READ THE

GAMING COLUMN PLUS ALL THE

role of Quan Ah, who is a new character to join the Halo universe. She
is an audacious 16-year-old from
the Outer Colonies who crosses
paths with Chief along the way.

CAPCOM is set to enter the “miniconsole” market with a not-so-mini
£200 dual arcade stick monster.
It will have 16 arcade classics
from the 90s including Alien vs

Predator, Captain Commando,
Darkstalkers: The Night Warriors,
Final Fight, Ghouls ‘n Ghosts,
Street Fighter II: Hyper Fighting
and Strider.

OH GOD, THIS IS TOTAL BLAST

Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC £29.99

Watch a video of
the band at:
thescottishsun.co.uk

THE CHRIS EVANS BREAKFAST SHOW WITH

THE upcoming Halo TV series has
found its Master Chief — American
Gods actor Pablo Schrieber is to
wear the legendary Spartans helmet. Australian Yerin Ha takes the
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God’s Trigger
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £11.99
to shotguns — and you’ll never have a
lack of options as to what to do.
But it’s not a walk in the park. If you’re
hit, you die and have to start over again
— and you’ll die a lot in this one.
But you’re not alone as a mate can
jump in to attack the game in co-op,
allowing Harry and Judy to team up.
That adds new spin to the gameplay
as you can double up attacks while
stealth becomes a lot more key.
Graphically the game has a nice
cell-shaded style which captures the
tone and vibe of the tale as well as the
overall brutal combat. If you’re looking
for an over-the-top game that is fun
and challenging, Gods Trigger is a
bloody blast from start to finish.
HHHHH
STUART CULLEN

DOWNLOAD the
Zappar app to watch
trailer of Borderlands:
Game of the Year

NUMSKULL has teamed
up with Microsoft for its
latest wares inspired by all
things Xbox One.
The new range contains
seven different items, with the
likes of keychains, coasters
and socks.
But the highlight has to be
the Xbox One heat-changing
mug. It is a mix of ceramic
and steel that sees the Xbox
logo on the side change colour when you add a pipinghot brew.
There is also a cheeky dig
at achievement hunters as
you can pick up a keyring
which says ‘Achievement
unlocked: G 0 – Lost My
Keys’. That’s a good bit of fun.
For more info or to see the
full range head over to
numskull.com

l

1 World War Z
2 FIFA 19
3 Tom Clancy’s
The Division 2
4 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
5 Red Dead
Redemption 2
UBISOFT is donating
€500,000 to the Notre
Dame reconstruction efforts
and has encouraged fans to
donate too.
The firm also made Assassin’s Creed Unity free on PC
for a limited time — it is set in
Paris during the French Revolution and features a highlydetail build of the cathedral.
An Ubisoft spokesperson
said “We stand in solidarity
with our fellow Parisians and
everyone around the world
moved by the devastation
the fire caused. Notre Dame
is an integral part of Paris, a
city to which we are deeply
connected.”

l

Itch your trigger finger
IT’S safe to say that gamers have Borderlands: Game of the Year
been hit by a case of Borderlands 3 Xbox One, PS4 and PC £24.99
fever since the reveal event at PAX a like a space bank robber. Gameplay sees
you blasting everything that moves with an endfew weeks back.
less array of forever-changing and yet-moreSo while the wait for the latest instalment continues for a few more weeks, to whet the appetite
Gearbox have released a few upgrades for the
rest of the Borderlands series with the first game
getting a full re-release as Borderlands: Game of
the Year Edition.
The 2009 co-op looter shooter is a hard one to
remaster as the game’s striking cell-shade look is
ageless. It looks as crisp today as it did 10 years
ago so this re-release is more of a touch up than
a full-blown remaster.
The core of the game sees you picking from
one of four different vault hunters on the planet
of Pandora, a wild and harsh land with a touch
of Mad Max to it.
You are there to basically make a fortune from
trying to find the Vault. It’s an alien artefact full
of untold treasure and riches so basically you’re

powerful guns.
From SMG to snipers and LMG, each has its
own flavour. Every gun you find has a different
skill. It may shoot faster or have a quick reload
but you can also find ones that fire rockets that
explode into acid clouds. If that wasn’t enough,
when you reload you can throw the gun like
a grenade and it then regenerates in your hand
ready to go again.
It’s one of the most compelling loops in gaming
— blast bad guys, open chests, get new gun and
do it all over again. Simple but fun.
As for the remaster side, things now run at 4K
and a solid 60fps. The visuals have had a
touch-up but it’s not really noticeable, if I am
honest. You’ll also get all the DLC that is available
for the game, which ranges from brilliant to meh.
You can play the game in 4-player co-op in

split screen, which is a rare feature these days,
but you’ll see a drop in fps if your running four
hunters at once.
Gameplay gets a tweak too as the HUD now
has the Borderlands 2 mini-map. That helps keep
the action flowing instead of having to open the
map every five seconds to check you are going
the right way. The loot management has been
streamlines too. A small tweak but a big
improvement is that you now auto pick up ammo
and cash on the ground instead of having to
press a button to get it.
Beyond that, Gearboxes’ Shift Key System has
been added. Long-time fans will get a treat if
they have a saved game in the same system and
you can now customise your character a little
more. There are a few new legendary weapons to
be found too.
Borderlands: Game of the Year Edition is as
fun and enjoyable as it was 10 years ago. With
three mates it’s still a blast and is sure to keep
the Borderlands 3 wolves at bay for now.
HHHHú
STUART CULLEN

CULT
classic
shooter XIII,
which is based on a
Belgian graphic novel
series, is getting the
remake treatment. It will
be hitting the Xbox
One, PS4, Switch
and PC this
November.

MICROSOFT’S disc-less
Xbox One is finally
official.
The new Xbox One S AllDigital Edition will launch on
May 7. It does what it says in
the tin. It’s a disc-less Xbox
One where you will only be
able to play games by downloading them. Beyond that
there is no real difference.
The digital-only Xbox One S
will be bundled with three
games — Minecraft, Sea of
Thieves and Forza Horizon 3
(oddly not Horizon 4).
It’s an interesting move to
see if an all-digital console
will take off or if people will
want to still be able to use
discs and have physical
copies of games.
The Xbox One S All-Digital
Edition will cost £199.99.
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